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About This Game

Gamers, this is a beta test, an early access game! Please understand the bugs and write to us when you find them.
Many issues have already been resolved, changes will be published in the next build. Build is being tested in Steam.

Write here:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/903710/discussions/0/

Remember the days of online shooters, remember sleepless nights in computer clubs, emotions, adrenaline, rapture and rage.
The multiplayer shooter Headshot VR will immerse you in a dynamic atmosphere of virtual reality using the HTC Vive.

Features:
- multiplayer game mode 5x5

- communication with players (you can talk with players)
- choice of 3 (currently) maps

- a choice of 7 weapons
- control with weapons when using layouts

- shooting mode
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Title: Headshot VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
VR Studio
Publisher:
VR Studio
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 970

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: n/a

English
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It has a hilarious concept, as well as some somewhat fun gameplay, although I have one major complaint.

It's way too laggy! Games like this don't need a full 6 GB of RAM to run, and I urge the developers to fix that as soon as
possible.. Psychedelica of the Black Butterfly is the first in a series of 2 Otome visual novels, the second one being released this
year.
Originally only available on PSVita, Black Butterfly is another pleasant entry in the long running Idea Factory\\Otomate
tradition. Far from the boring and dull beginnings of Amnesia, this is another very good adventure\\mystery game with lots of
drama, bittersweet endings and darker tones compared to other VNs of the same genre. The writing has improved a lot in the
course of many years for Otomate products; I will state immediately that I really like the direction their visual novels are taking
and I encourage them to keep going this way, because it attracts not only a more varied audience, but its absolutely brilliant in
the long run.

Black Butterfly narrates the adventures of a group of 5 people with amnesia, each of them awakens in a strange, gigantic
mansion full of grotesque monsters and masked servants. Over time, the five strangers will manifest peculiar powers, by which
they will be able to eliminate the monsters infesting the manor and they'll gradually know each other, keeping a fragile balance
in the newly formed group. Their ultimate goal, initially uncertain, will be unveiled piece by piece, alongside their memories and
their own motives.
I will tell you right now, this is not a completely happy visual novel. It has plenty of sadness here and there and most of its
endings are bittersweet, but you shouldnt be put off by this, on the contrary, I encourage you to try it and savour a different
flavour of otome VN. While not completely different from other games of the same line, such as Code Realize or Norn9, this is
definitely well written and structured. It isnt too long - average 10 to 15 hours - and it has a fantastic flowchart that's both very
clear and easy to access, so you can always keep track of your progress and where you should go. There's a mini game in this
VN as well, which involves the protagonist shooting the titular black butterflies with an old fashoned gun, assisted by one of the
four boys at her side (up to you to choose which one).
Requirements for the various routes are clear enough - the game litreally spells it for you - and the mini episodes associated with
the main route are short and pleasant to read. Some are clich\u00e9 as you'd expect, but not below your average summer anime
expectations.

Music, artworks and CGs are, as usual, top-notch. Amazing work has been put into each area, something that Otomate\\Idea
Factory standards never fail to deliver. The way colours blend in, the expressions of each protagonist, everything is perfectly
rendered and it complements what appears on screen. This is another area that has steadily been improved over the years and its
always a pleasant surprise.

Among many otome visual novels available on Steam, this is the standard and its difficult to beat by indie devs. If you're on the
fence, fear not, because its another really well put together product that manages to entertain and keep you guessing, while also
providing a different flavour for each main ending.. Really shallow game. It is very unrewarding to succeed.. Extremely fun.
Frustrating as all-getup, but fun. The game requires you get quite good to advance very far, and at times can feel unfair, but
overall it's a blast to play and has a great soundtrack. Great fun for multiplayer as well. Local only! But still, a greta couch-
multiplayer game with a lot of laughs and "OMG" moments to share.. So completely charming, AND fun.
Cute little sprites, endearing writing, and gameplay that's 3 parts puzzle, 2 parts stick-shooter, and 5 parts whimsy.
. Whats there to say?... its by AGEOD

A great strategy game that lets you re-write history!
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Ridiculous game. This program is far from perfect but it is a good supplement to a kids education.. Visual Novel game abt story
of ancient Chinese setting, with multiple endings to explore, but in this novel game rises with some little more improvements on
dialogue options and better immersed player rational reasoning.

Not to forget also +Pos; well drawn scenes and lovely characters beside relaxing Chinese traditional music.. I get why people
don't like the length but frankly if you're super good at puzzles, then yeah, perhaps the 3 dollars will crush someone's checking
account. I'm not that great at them and so me and my friend spent an hour looking around on things and solved it. They're
medium-strength puzzles for 3 bucks a piece. Lots of detail, good sound, and perhaps it's my age, but it's easily worth it. It's
more fun with friends I believe.. Well written, well made, and beaucoup disturbing. It's short though, even if you go through it
for the achievements. 90 minutes tops. 75\/100

The good

Excellent writing
Great use of incidental music and effects
Refreshingly disturbing
Lots of save slots to load a game and try different options
You probably won't look at a doll or a lily-of-the-valley the same way again
Achievements and cards

The good

Very short
Minimal replay value
Subject material may irk or offend susceptible people (it didn't bother me, but we do live in the era of the readily offended
snowflake)
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